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Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
About Your Organization
1) Mission Statement

The mission of the Bainbridge Island Historical Museum (BIHM) is to preserve and share the
stories of Bainbridge Island to promote a greater understanding of our community and the
world in which we live.
2) Past Funding

The 2018-19 Cultural Funding cycle supported BIHM’s special exhibit devoted to the history
of Yama, the village inhabited by Japanese millworkers working at Blakely Harbor. BIHM
collaborated with the Olympic College Department of Anthropology to conduct an
archeological dig at the site. The exhibit, entitled Yama & Nagaya: A Pioneer Community,
which included artifacts from the dig, was on view in the Helen Bucey Gallery from June 2018
through May 2019 and was visited by approximately 13,000 visitors.
About Your Request
1) Proposal Statement of Purpose

Description, Timeline, Goals, and Objectives. BIHM respectfully requests $12,000 from the
COBI Cultural Funding program to support two temporary exhibits: (1) Her Vote. Her Story.,
which will be on view in 2020, and (2) Protest, on view in 2021. These two distinct exhibits,
presented sequentially, will provide opportunities for visitors to discover how some Bainbridge
Island residents have engaged in the democratic process as they reflect on their own
participation in political activities such as voting and demonstration. As we celebrate the 100th
anniversary of women’s suffrage in 2020, participate in an important national election, and
navigate a time when our political divisions loom large, these exhibits will encourage visitors
to question and think critically about the various ways we can impact the governance of our
communities. Both exhibits will reflect a new approach to exhibit design for BIHM, one that is
inclusive and visitor-centered, making space for active visitor engagement and diverse
perspectives, lived experiences, and ideas.
Her Vote. Her Story. In 1920, women officially reclaimed their right to vote with the passage
and ratification of the 19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. This date marked the end of a
long struggle to re-establish suffrage for women as it marked the beginning of another battle for
women of color to ensure their exercise of voting rights. Highlighting the voting experiences of
more than 20 Bainbridge Island women of varied ages and backgrounds, Her Vote. Her Story.
will celebrate this milestone of democracy and spark conversation about its relevance today.
The exhibit will include voting-related objects and artifacts as well as the voices and stories of
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Bainbridge Island residents. Using a nationally-acclaimed audio-visual platform, Guide by
Cell, visitors can access some of the oral histories using their cell phone. In addition, visitors
can actively engage with the ideas in the exhibit by participating in a voting activity and by
sharing their response to provocative questions on a large, visible visitor comment board.
This BIHM exhibit will coincide with the commemoration sponsored by the Washington State
Historical Society and the Women's History Consortium, entitled “100 Years of Women
Change Makers”. (See https://www.suffrage100wa.com/.) Potential partners will include those
two organizations, as well as the Kitsap County Elections division and the League of Women
Voters of Kitsap County, each of which will be asked to loan photographs and artifacts for the
project. Her Vote. Her Story. will be on view from February through November 2020.
Protest. This exhibit will explore several protests taking place on the Island during the last 50
years, addressing issues such as the destruction of trees, fish farming, and land development.
Consistent with BIHM’s new approach to exhibit design, Protest will encourage visitors to find
out about some demonstrations on Bainbridge Island and think about attitudes and involvement
with related activity in their community. To support this exhibit, Museum staff will collect new
artifacts related to BI protests, such as signs, pins, clothing, and photographs. In addition, staff
will collect oral history stories from the protesters and Islanders impacted by the protests. In the
exhibit, visitors can listen to segments of the oral recordings by using the Guide by Cell
platform. A large and visible visitor comment board and a poster-making activity will be
central to the exhibit. Both activities are designed to challenge visitors of all ages to question,
think critically, and share their ideas about the value and impact of protest in a democracy.
Protest will be on display from February to December 2021.
Key Personnel. Both exhibits will require the time, expertise, and experience of several key
Museum staff. Merilee Mostov, BIHM’s new Director of Exhibits and Engagement, will lead
and oversee both projects, acting as curator and primary researcher. In addition to intern
assistance, BIHM Education Manager Katy Curtis and Curator and Facilities Coordinator Rick
Chandler will also contribute time and expertise to the project. Additionally, outside contractors
will be hired to fabricate exhibit design elements, create videos, and design graphic elements.
Importance of COBI Funding. Funding from the COBI Cultural Funding program will enable
BIHM to explore two important topics: voting and protest. As global citizens, BIHM visitors
grapple with diverse contemporary social and political issues such as equity, social justice, and
climate change. By addressing some of these issues in the special exhibits of the Helen Bucey
Gallery, the Museum plays an essential role in the community -- as a place people can discuss
and grapple with complex issues. Based on stories about Bainbridge Islanders, both exhibits
illuminate the parallels between the past and present. Why is a woman’s voice essential to a
democracy? Why are diverse voices of protest and dissent critical to a democracy? How does
voting and demonstration impact social change? What is the value of voting and demonstration
in a democracy? These are the kinds of questions that will take center stage in the Bucey
Gallery exhibits and will position the Museum as a hub for lively conversation about issues that
resonate locally, nationally, and globally. Without COBI funding, BIHM will not be able to
produce both exhibits. Instead, the Museum will present one exhibit, reducing the scope and
interpretation elements.
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2) Advance Community Objectives of the Cultural and/or Economic Elements

Advancement of Comprehensive Plan Cultural Element. The Her Vote. Her Story. and
Protest exhibits will advance several of the goals and policies included in the COBI
Comprehensive Plan Cultural Element. In particular, these exhibits are in direct alignment with
Goal CUL-3 of the Comprehensive Plan, which is to “Preserve places where the Island’s
history can be experienced, interpreted, and shared with the general public, in order to deepen
an understanding of our heritage and the relationship of the past to our present and future.”
That goal is supported by the following specific policies:
Policy CUL 3.1: Promote a sense of respect and appreciation for history and heritage among
Island residents by supporting organizations that provide community education programs,
school curriculum and oral history programs.
Policy CUL 3.2: Support the City’s Historic Preservation program to identify and preserve
historic and cultural resources . . . .
Policy CUL 3.3: Support adequate space to collect, preserve and interpret the Island’s
history.
Both exhibits explore unique aspects of the Bainbridge Island community. Her Vote. Her Story.
will shine a light on the impact of the female perspective on local and national politics. Protest
will call attention to the impact of protest on the local community. The exhibits will include
hands-on activities that encourage visitors to look closely, think deeply, write, draw, and
debate. There will be large and visible places where visitors can post their ideas openly,
allowing their diverse perspectives to become part of the exhibit. Through the curating of these
exhibits, BIHM will identify and preserve new artifacts and stories specific to the Island.
The two exhibits will also advance Goal CUL-2, which is to “Preserve and promote the
distinctive character, history, traditional cultures and institutions of Bainbridge Island . . . .”
Policy CUL 2.2, in support of that goal, is to “Support artistic, historic and cultural events,
institutions and places for sharing the Island’s unique built and natural character with
residents and visitors.” Both exhibits will focus on Island-specific aspects of these two larger
cultural phenomena. By exploring how the voting and protest stories have played out on
Bainbridge Island, the exhibits will preserve and promote our Island’s distinctive character,
culture, and history.
Encouragement of City’s Cultural Sector Well-Being. As described above, these two
exhibits showcase a new approach at the Museum which will help to establish it as a regional
and national leader in Museum design and practice. As the Museum embraces and
demonstrates new values of visitor-centered design and experimentation, as it prioritizes multisensory, multi-modal, and accessible experiences, and as it promotes questioning and critical
thinking over answers, BIHM positions itself as a learning hub for diverse audiences. Her
Vote. Her Story. and Protest will energize and enliven the Island’s cultural sector.
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3) Community Impact: Community Needs, Public Benefit, Participation and Access

Public Benefit and Opportunities for Community Participation. As described above, Her
Vote. Her Story. and Protest will present new information, oral histories, and artifacts that the
staff will gather specifically for these exhibits. Making space for previously untold stories and
sharing them with visitors in a dynamic format that bridges past and present, the Museum will
be relevant to a broader audience. Visitor participation plays an important role in each exhibit.
A visitor may engage by voting, making a protest sign, or sharing responses to a posted
question. By including and valuing the visitor voice, BIHM demonstrates an inclusive approach
to history storytelling where no historical event is a singular story that can be easily explained
from one point of view. Instead, these two exhibits demonstrate that history is a complex and
nuanced amalgamation of diverse stories that all have value and deserve to be shared. BIHM is
committed to engaging with new stories about Bainbridge Islanders – ones that have not been
previously explored at the Museum or elsewhere on the Island. BIHM is uniquely poised to
forge relationships with, gather stories from, and responsibly showcase the many hidden and
underrepresented communities on the Island. Since 2018, the Museum produced three exhibits
that shine a light on previously overlooked communities – Yama & Nagaya: A Pioneer
Community, Fearless Music, and Honor Thy Mother: The Intermarriage of Aboriginal Women
and Filipino Men on Bainbridge Island. By broadening our work to address the diverse social,
familial, political, artistic, military, religious, natural, and economic histories of the Island,
BIHM assumes a vital role of serving and supporting underrepresented local communities.
Access to Exhibits. BIHM and all of its exhibits are open from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm every day
of the year (except for Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s Day). BIHM recently
reduced the cost barrier by making admission free every day. As part of the Museum’s value to
be visitor-centered, the staff is working to recognize and reduce other barriers to access such as
physical, cognitive, sensory, and language barriers. Exhibits in the Bucey Gallery will serve as
a testing ground for new ways of providing engaging experiences to a broad and diverse
audience. Volunteer docents who welcome and facilitate the visitor experience offer additional
help to visitors with accessibility challenges.
Our Audience. In recent years, approximately 30% of visitors to the Museum have been
Bainbridge Island residents, Other visitors come from across the country and the globe. By
prioritizing lesser known stories and new artifacts, these exhibits have the potential to attract
new visitors to the Museum, both because of the timely, provocative content and because of the
dynamic, visitor-centered design approach.
4) Organizational Strength

Qualifications and Past Success. BIHM is a pillar within the Bainbridge Island cultural
community. We are an award-winning institution with a robust and long-standing reputation
and history within our community and a board with proven leadership in education, budget
administration, and historic preservation.
Support of Strategic Goals. BIHM’s strategic goals include making Bainbridge Island history
and the museum collection more accessible and meaningful to diverse audiences. Both the Her
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Vote. Her Story. and Protest exhibits will appeal to a wide range of visitors, simply because of
their interesting subject matter and relevance to our political environment today. In addition,
these exhibits will establish a new approach to exhibit content and design for BIHM, exploring
historic content and events in context with current social issues. Both exhibits will use a
learning philosophy that values questions, more than answers, and that employs hands-on
activities to stimulate close observation, careful consideration, and thoughtful responses.
Visitors will become active participants in the exhibits, through posting their own ideas. Both
exhibits will be planned and designed to showcase diverse perspectives on the topics through
oral and written histories from multiple individuals including BIHM staff (curator) and visitors.
We believe our new approach will increase and diversify our visitor base, attracting people who
value a lively and interactive approach to history.
Gathering Input/Feedback and Ensuring Relevance. BIHM gathers input on its exhibits
through direct feedback from visitors. We track visitor numbers and collect some information
on visitor demographics. From the exhibits, we will gather quantitative and qualitative data
about visitor engagement. The number of people participating in each activity will be collected
and recorded. Additionally, responses to the drawing and written activities will be analyzed.
Finally, staff will conduct a small sample of visitor interviews for each exhibit. The information
gathered from these evaluation methods will be used to improve future exhibits.
Sustainability. Both exhibits that are the subject of this proposal will be completed by
December 2021; thus, there will be no need for sustaining funding beyond this time period.
BIHM’s three-year strategic plan, however, does include goals related to generating revenue for
the organization, including boosting our membership and increasing the amount we raise
through our various fundraising activities. Our overall fundraising goal is to maintain
consistent, stable, and sustainable contributed income growth. Towards that end, our Board
Development Committee is in the process of evaluating our current fundraising activities with
the goal of refining, growing, or discarding fundraising events as necessary to align with
evolving trends and help meet our budget goals.
5) Achievable Outputs, Outcomes and Assessment

Number of People Served. During the period during which these exhibits will be displayed
(i.e., February-December 2020 and February-December 2021), we anticipate that
approximately 5,000 Bainbridge Island residents and 9,000 out-of-town visitors will visit the
Museum annually.
Short-Term Metrics and Monitoring. The success of each exhibit will be evaluated through a
combination of quantitative and qualitative measures as stated above. Each exhibit will be
thoughtfully designed to support two visitor learning outcomes. Her Vote. Her Story. will be
designed to promote visitors’ conversations about the impact and relevance of the 19th
amendment and to excite interest in the voting process. The key visitor learning outcomes for
the Protest exhibit are that visitors have conversations about protests and a greater
understanding of the protests that have occurred on Bainbridge Island. For both exhibits, we
will measure whether we achieved those outcomes using the following tools:
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•
•
•

Tracking the number of people who participate in the hands-on activities (i.e., those
who fill out voting cards for the voting exhibit and those who make their own protest
signs for the Protest exhibit)
Tracking and analyzing the responses on the community comment board
Conducting randomized interviews of 10-12 people for each exhibit

Some of those tools will measure quantitative metrics (i.e., how many people visited and
participated), while others will measure the qualitative aspects of the exhibit (i.e., what was the
quality of the learning experience in the exhibit). We will use these two exhibits to establish
benchmarks for future Bucey Gallery exhibits.
Long-Term Outcomes. As described above, the Her Vote. Her Story. and Protest exhibits in
the Bucey Gallery will mark a radical change in exhibit design for BIHM, supporting the new
Museum values of experimentation and visitor-centered experience. This new approach to
exhibit design employs a variety of interpretation strategies that emphasize visitor participation
by providing welcoming spaces for visitor ideas on contemporary social issues. Each exhibit
will feature hands-on activities that encourage visitors of all ages to think critically, and, most
importantly, to share their thinking with others through words and drawings. The visitor voice
becomes an essential part of each exhibit. In addition, the content and themes of both exhibits
will bridge the past with current social issues, prompting visitors to recognize and make
connections from the past to the present. Thus, the long-term outcomes for the Bucey Gallery
exhibits are to continue to experiment with this bold new model of exhibit design at BIHM,
while cultivating an audience who expects, values, and engages enthusiastically with the new
model. We will track our progress towards these goals with the same tools that we will use to
measure the short-term outcomes, through gauging the interest and participation in the exhibits,
and through direct feedback from our visitors.
Evaluation of Overall Effectiveness. BIHM evaluates the overall effectiveness of its
programming every year at our annual institutional retreat. Museum operations are measured
against national standards as part of the Standards and Excellence Program (StEPs) for History
Organizations. In addition, our Board committees meet on a monthly basis to monitor progress
towards our goals.
Impact of City Funding on Organizational Capacity. COBI funding will enable BIHM
to present both exhibits with robust research and hands-on interpretive strategies. Without
full funding, the Museum may only produce one exhibit during the two-year time period,
potentially reducing the scope and design of that exhibit.
Incorporating Learning. Learning is at the heart of every exhibit. Under the direction of
Merilee Mostov, Director of Exhibits and Engagement, BIHM staff is in the process of
clearly articulating BIHM learning philosophies in exhibits and programs. Inquiry and
historical thinking which includes questioning, imagining, exploration of primary artifacts
and stories, analysis, and reflection are the core of all learning at the Museum. Both
exhibits in the Bucey Gallery will be designed to foster these thinking skills in visitors of
all ages.
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Project Support Budget
Her Vote. Her Story. Exhibit

Suggested Expense
Categories
Human Resources
(Staff Salaries,
Benefits, Consultant
Services)*
Space / Facilities**
Equipment Purchase:
Audio-visual
Travel / Training
Insurance
Other: Interpretive
supplies, books,
research supplies
Indirect
Administrative Costs
TOTAL

2020 - Year 1
COBI
% of
Total
Cultural
Total
Project
Funding
Project
Budget
Request
Budget
Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

2021 - Year 2
COBI
% of
Total
Cultural
Total
Project
Funding
Project
Budget
Request
Budget
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2

Total Project
Budget
(Year 1
and 2)

3000

3000

100

3000

2700

2700

100

2700

300

300

100

300

50

0

0

50

0

0

0

0

450

0

0

450

0

0

0

0

$6500

$6000

92%

n/a

n/a

n/a

$6500

1) Please include and identify any income your project is expected to generate.

The exhibit is not expected to generate any income directly.

2) Please list the amount and source of any funding that is already committed and/or pending for
this program/project.

There is currently no funding committed or pending for this project.
* Contractor expenses will include an editor, graphic designer, and preparator (person who prepares the
exhibit)
** Space/Facility expenses will include painting and gallery prep, production and installation of print
graphics, installation supplies, furniture, and design/build of interpretation function
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Project Support Budget
Protest Exhibit

Suggested Expense
Categories
Human Resources
(Staff Salaries,
Benefits, Consultant
Services)*

2020 - Year 1
COBI
% of
Total
Cultural
Total
Project
Funding
Project
Budget
Request
Budget
Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Space / Facilities**
Equipment Purchase:
Audio-visual
Travel / Training
Insurance
Other: Interpretive
supplies, books,
research supplies
Indirect
Administrative Costs
TOTAL

n/a

n/a

n/a

2021 - Year 2
COBI
% of
Total
Cultural
Total
Project
Funding
Project
Budget
Request
Budget
Year 2
Year 2
Year 2

Total Project
Budget
(Year 1
and 2)

3000

3000

100

3000

2700

2700

100

2700

300

300

100

300

50

0

0

50

0

0

450

0

0

0

$6500

$6000

0
0

450
0

92%

$6500

1) Please include and identify any income your project is expected to generate.

The exhibit is not expected to generate any income directly.

2) Please list the amount and source of any funding that is already committed and/or pending for
this program/project.

There is currently no funding committed or pending for this project.
* Contractor expenses will include an editor, graphic designer, and preparator (person who prepares the
exhibit)
** Space/Facility expenses will include painting and gallery prep, production and installation of print
graphics, installation supplies, furniture, and design/build of interpretation function
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BIHS

2:49 PM

Balance Sheet

09/23/19
Cash Basis

As of September 23, 2019
Sep 23, 19
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
HS CD LT Facilities Reserve
HS Checking
HS MM LT Facilities Plng Res
HS MM Operating Reserve
HS MM Visitor Exp Reserve
Petty Cash
Postage Due Account
Total Checking/Savings

203,013.81
15,589.06
15,334.53
37,792.13
9,529.13
64.91
-10.37
281,313.20

Accounts Receivable
Invoiced Sales Due

-5,566.67

Total Accounts Receivable

-5,566.67

Other Current Assets
12000 · Undeposited Funds
12100 · Inventory Asset

50.00
21,202.64

Total Other Current Assets

21,252.64

Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Fixed Assets
2018 Improvements
Accumulated depreciation
Building #1 Schoolhouse
Building #2 Annex
Collection work equipment
Displays & Exhibits
Efficiency Improvements
Ericksen Avenue Remodel
Fire Protection
Heritage Grand Schoolhouse
IslandWood Kiosk
Large Format Scanner & Printer
Microfilm Reader
Office equipment
Office furniture
Roofing, Improvements
Total Fixed Assets
Total Fixed Assets

296,999.17

22,209.73
-308,294.00
10,000.00
58,183.46
7,976.83
29,847.12
113,277.98
527,312.00
30,000.00
200,364.85
5,000.00
6,924.00
4,677.00
8,639.16
3,169.99
24,947.21
744,235.33
744,235.33
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BIHS

2:49 PM

Balance Sheet

09/23/19
Cash Basis

As of September 23, 2019
Sep 23, 19
Other Assets
Museum relocation planning

4,733.12

Total Other Assets

4,733.12

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
2000 · Accounts Payable

1,045,967.62

202.56

Total Accounts Payable

202.56

Credit Cards
Chase Ink Business Cash

452.39

Total Credit Cards

452.39

Other Current Liabilities
2100 · Payroll Liabilities
25500 · Sales Tax Payable

29.86
2,894.28

Total Other Current Liabilities

2,924.14

Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

3,579.09
3,579.09

Equity
3000 · Opening Bal Equity
3900 · Retained Earnings
Net Income

55.90
1,057,068.72
-14,736.10

Total Equity

1,042,388.52

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

1,045,967.61
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BIHM
2019 Year to Date Actuals 2019 Budget

Jan - Aug 19

2019
Approved
Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4100 · Donations

106,190.65

142,356

4200 · Fundraising

74,674.30

133,500

4300 · Membership

23,740.00

49,500

4400 · Earned Income

10,814.61

15,948

4500 · Grants

34,212.00

53,850

4600 · Restricted Income

0.00

4700 · Carryover

0.00

Total Income
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit

249,631.56

Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
2020-2021 Cultural Funding Proposal
2019 Operating Budget with year-to-date actuals

395,154

2,991.82

3,762

246,639.74

391,392

Expense
5100 · Personnel costs

159,947.52

207,807

5200 · Fundraising Exp

13,997.69

70,120

5300 · Misc. Biz Expense

56,127.02

46,986

5400 · Facilities

10,768.15

14,449

5500 · Program Exp

4,068.13

2,800

5600 · Membership Exp

4,299.48

2,400

66000 · Payroll Expenses
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income

556.72
249,764.71

344,562

-3,124.97

46,829.98
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2017

Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
Major Income Sources List

Donations - General
Annual Appeal
One Call For All
Virginia V Fundraiser
History on the Move
Fundraiser
Membership Personal
Museum General Admission
Store Sales
COBI LTAC

*275,824.54
19,071.00
22,545.49
17,500.00
27,651.00
40,535.00
27,470.81
9,417.00
12,000.00

*Donations-General contains $235,000 in one-time bequest
2018

Donations - General
Annual Appeal
One Call For All
Jenkinson Fundraiser
Raffle Fundraiser
Virginia V Fundraiser
Membership Personal
Business Membership
Museum General
Admission
Store Sales
Grants General (COBI,
Rotary, Norcliffe)
COBI LTAC

62,877.50
22,440.00
21,859.64
37,350.00
28,630.28
16,200.00
29,450.00
11.950
26,172.63
9,097.01
27,462.34
13,250
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Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
Major Income Sources List
2019
Donations - General
Annual Appeal
One Call For All
Jenkinson Fundraiser
Pickleball Tournament

63,246.27
11,595
20,830
34,224.30
24,310

Virginia V Fundraiser
Membership Personal
Donation Jars
Store Sales

16,600
23,410
11,595
7,509.46

Grants General (COBI,
BCF, NEH)
COBI LTAC

30,462.00
3,750
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::�--.Internal Revenue Service
District Director
PO BOX 486
LOS AN�ELES, CA

Date:

Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
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IRS Determination Letter

900530486

JUN. 3, 1988

BAINBRIDGE ISLAND HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
PO BOX 11653
BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA 981105653

Department of the Treasury

E�ployer Identification Number:
91-1037866
Case Number:
958076038
Contact Person:
ANITA LEE
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Dear App I icant:
Based on information supplied, and assuming your operations Hi I I be as
stated in your application for recognition of exemption, He have determined
you are exempt from Federal income tax under section 501(c) (3) of the Internal
R�venue Code.
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We have further determined that you are not a private foundation Hithin
the meaning of section 509(a) of the Code, because �ou are an organization
described in section,509(a) (2).
If your sources of support, or your purposes, character, or method of
operation change, please let us knoH so He can consider the effect of the
change on your exempt st.atus and foundation status. A I so, you shou Id inform
us of al I changes in your name or address.
As of January 1, 1984, you are liable for taxes under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (social security taxes) on remuneration of $100
or.more you pay! to each of your employees during a calendar year. You are
not I iable for the tax impQse� under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA).
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Since you are not a private foundation, you are not subject to the
excise _taxes·under Chapter 42 of the�Code. HoHever, you are not automatically
exempt from �ther Federal excise taxes. If you have any questions about
excise, employment, or other Federal taxes, please let us knoH.
Donors may deduct contributions to you as provided in section 170 of the
Code. Bequests, legacies, devises, transfers, or gifts to you or for your use
are deductible•for Federal estate and gift tax purposes if they meet the
applicable provisions of sections 2055, 2106, and 2522 of the Code.
The heading of this letter indicates Hhether you must file Form 990,
Retu�n of Organization Exempt from Income Tax. If Vas is indicated,
you are required to File Form 990 only if your gross receip�s each year are
normally more.than $25,000. If a return is required, it must be filed by the
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